The roles of intersubunit interactions in exosome stability.
In eukaryotes, at least 10 proteins associate in a 3'-5' exonuclease complex, the exosome, which is involved in the processing of many RNA species. A recent model for the exosome placed six RNase PH-related components in a hexameric ring core structure, with three S1 domain proteins associated with the ring surface. So far, however, this model lacks experimental support. Using a combination of RNA interference, complex affinity purification, and yeast two-hybrid approaches, we show here that the RNase PH homologues are important for maintenance of complex integrity. In contrast, the S1 domain proteins are not required for complex stability, although they are required for exosome function. Our results are partially consistent with the proposed model of the exosome, but indicate a different arrangement of the RNase PH proteins.